COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
beside me while I read it and note every laugh and particularly
note where I ought to have laughed . . . After about four minutes
of this torture I removed myself firmly to a chair among the flowers
on his balcony, with the injunction not to follow me out, and
never mind about tea; and mere for the next two hours I escaped
completely from all apprehension or even remembrance of what
to-morrow was to bring. Mr. Wells was entirely satisfied with
my laughter, both in its volume and frequency.
Nearly everyone whom I have heard "Talk About Books"
on the wireless, when they discuss the problem of whether our
present short supply of valuable paper should be wasted on bad
books, has asked: "But who is to say what books are good, and
what books are bad > '*
This appears to me a sort of idiot tolerance. Any intelligent,
broad-minded judge can divide books into good and bad, and
firmly eliminate the bad. But these has been a mental confusion
and a mix-up in terms; what they really should say is that we do
certainly need both light and serious books, but only the good ones
of each category- We should use our precious paper on good light
books and good serious books, and on these alone. By ".good",
one naturally means good-o£dts-kind, well-handled, competent,
experienced (perhaps), and interesting (certainly). One does not
mean "moral", for who, indeed, is to judge whether a book, is
moral enough to deserve publishing ? An absorbing, well-written
thriller should, of course, deserve its paper equally with an absorb-
ing well-written book on warfare psychology or economics;
a thriller of character; otherwise it should be thrown away, not
snobbishly becatise it is "only a thriller", but ruthlessly because
it is bad of its kind. A bad book on current warfare or psychology
or economics, without any of the qualifications to make it of value,
should be treated with the same ruthless elimination as a bad thriller
or a bad love tale.
The "ah-but-who^is-to-say" men are prompted by the fear
of being taken for literary snobs who might advocate only the
publication of heavy books; they are never as afraid of being
thought too tolerant. Therefore, consciously unscholarly, they
babble in lenient phrases as though there were no such thing
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any more as discrimination in quality.
A large cross-section of the reading public, when I have asked
them to tell me honestly what is thek favourite escape by reading,
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